
WRITING AN ESSAY SYNOPSIS

Writing a synopsis for an essay or any other piece of literature is simply about determining the most important parts of a
piece of work and using this information .

Your goal is to use as a few words as possible to achieve maximum impact without leaving out so much
information that your reader ends up confused. Choose your phrasing judiciously. Outline Some people use
the terms outline and synopsis synonymously and they really are very similar. Again, thinking in terms of
fiction, it would identify the genre and even subgenre, for example, a romance Western, a murder mystery, or
a dystopic fantasy and would also reveal something of the tone of the workâ€”whether dark or humorous,
erotic or terrifying. Well, you have made the right choice with this article. Active Voice. It helps provide a
form of organization for details that will follow. In the field of publishing, a synopsis may serve as a proposal
for an article or book. But when he finds a mysterious stranger near death in his barn, his quiet life is turned
upside down. Get unstuck from your writing jam If you are a college student seeking expert writing help with
essays, research papers, term papers and theses, you got to the right place. If a publishing agent finishes
reading your synopsis and isn't entirely clear about what they've just read, your manuscript is going nowhere
but into the rejection pile. Your conclusion would follow next and summarizes your results or main findings
behind research completed. Diagram the plot structure. If so, identify this information and work it into your
synopsis. Always write it in the present tense. Review our example of a synopsis to get a better understanding
of how to write one. The main body of the term paper may be roughly 5 pages which include main research
points you have collected and analyzed. Structure for Synopsis Writing a synopsis may vary depending on
guidelines and instructions present by the instructor. Writing back cover copy instead of a synopsis. Use our
writing critique service and get personalized feedback on your own synopsis! Your query package should
include a synopsis, which is the lynchpin. You may be required to type the information using a certain font,
line spacing, and each page may need to be numbered according, especially if it follows the title page.
Formatting Tips As far as formatting goes, there aren't really any set guidelines as to what you have to do, but
there are definitely things that are good to do. Let our manuscript document editors help your synopsis land in
the right hands. Keeping in mind that a synopsis should be relatively short, creating an organized outline will
allow you to focus on the essential information and filter out that which is superfluous. Sources Fernando,
Jovita N. It summarizes what happens and who changes from beginning to end of the story. When it comes to
fiction, however, the distinction is more clearcut. Writing a synopsis is quite often an author's least favorite
thing to do, but remember that this is your major marketing tool.


